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ABSTRACT
Observations of type II and III solar bursts indicate that while type III bursts may appear at any altitude, from the very low corona into interplanetary space, type II solar bursts do not act the same way. This work focuses on recent observations in the radio region on the low frequency region from 45 MHz to 870 MHz. Our analysis employed the accuracy of the daily solar burst measurements of e-CALLISTO network. It was found that solar burst type II explode quite minimum with 1-2 events from 2006 – 2010. However, the data 2011 for solar burst type II increases drastically with 16 events has been recorded. The occurrences of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) events are also increasing up to four times in 2011. Most of the both events can be observed in the range of 150 MHz till 500 MHz. Overall, we can say that the range of photon energy for solar burst type III is between 7.737 x 10^-7 eV to 1.569 x 10^-6 eV. In the case of solar burst type II, the distribution of energy is much smaller with 1.596 x 10^-6 eV to 6.906 x 10^-6 eV. Detailed investigation of solar burst will concern the 2011 data seem to show a significant trend for both types. We showed that the increasing of both solar burst events via years implies directing an increasing of solar activities including sunspot number, solar flare and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) events. It is expected that both types will increase gradually in the beginning of 2014.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The energy of the Sun in a wide range of the energy spectrum covers from long radio waves (300 m) to X-rays (0.1 nm) [1,2]. It is not a surprise that almost all solar activity phenomena are associated in this way or another with the 11 and 22-years sunspot cycle [3,4].
In a wide region, solar radio emission has become increasingly interested in attempts to understand the Sun activities during maximum and minimum cycle [5]. It is well-known that the radio emission is generated at the local plasma frequency and/or its second harmonic [6,7]. It is produced by either energetic electrons accelerated at the shock front or plasma turbulence excited by the shock [8]. There are two solar burst type that associated with CMEs
event, type II and III respectively [8,9]. Normally, type III can be observed before the explosion of CMEs. It is believed that type III bursts are caused by mildly relativistic electrons (10-100 keV) that are produced in impulsive solar flares, because bursts commonly occur in groups of 10 or more, with a separation of seconds [10,11]. Meanwhile, solar type II radio bursts are defined as slow drifting features in radio spectrogram data [12]. Thought to be caused by plasma radiation from shock-accelerated electrons, the burst is often observed as two bands of emission in the local plasma frequency ($v_p$) and its harmonic [13]. The most direct diagnostic of shock waves in the solar corona is metric type II bursts [14]. The dynamic spectra of type II radio bursts appear as slowly drifting bands, from high to low frequencies. Most type II bursts appear typically below 150 MHz [15], but occasionally the starting frequency may be as high as 500 MHz [16].

Detailed discussions of the properties of type II bursts are given by [17,18,19,20]. Observations of low frequency solar type III radio bursts associated with the ejection of plasma oscillations localized disturbance is due to excited in the plasma frequency incoherent radiations plays a dominant role at a meter and decimeter wavelengths which may be associated with the flare primary energy-releasing sites [21,22]. The frequency drift rates of type II bursts are on the order of 0.3 MHz/s and are found to increase with increasing starting frequency in the meter wavelength range [23]. Observations of type II and III bursts indicate that while type III bursts may appear at any altitude, from the very low corona (corresponding to gigahertz frequencies) to interplanetary space (corresponding to kilohertz frequencies), type II bursts do not behave the same way: the reported highest frequencies of the fundamental components of type II bursts usually do not exceed a few hundred MHz [24-28]. It has been known for decades that about 50% of type II bursts are preceded by a group of type III bursts by several minutes [29]. Recently, it has been shown that the overall frequency envelope of the precursor type III bursts.

There are several mechanisms have been discussed in the literature, most of which require some form of magnetic reconnection during and after the eruption [30]. The eruption mechanism of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) is currently an extremely active area of solar activities. CME-driven shock plays a much more important role in exciting the type II radio bursts than any flare-related blast wave. However, how far type III formed a type II is still unpredictable. The mechanism of generation of type II bursts is still a matter of ongoing study. Therefore, our study focused on Coronal Mass ejections (CMEs), the most spectacular eruptions in the solar atmosphere and has been recognized as primary drivers of interplanetary disturbances and can be detected by type II burst. Here, we analyzed statistically solar burst obtained from e-CALLISTO network starting from January 2006 to December 2011 [31]. The correlations between total duration, peak, flux and total energy of extended decimeter of solar burst types III and II bursts will be studied [11,32].

2. THEORETICAL REVIEW

Although solar flare and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are difference event, most of the explosion of CMEs occurs during a high energy of solar flares [33]. Current theories of the origin of solar radio bursts suggest that fast drift (Type III) bursts may be generated by the emission of solar particles with velocities approaching those of cosmic rays. Type III burst groups can be divided into two classes, one with weak polarization and wet periods over a wide range up to 6 seconds, the other with strong polarization and short periods less than two 2 seconds and smaller size compact sources. On the other hand, an alternative exciter of the type II radio burst is the so-called blast wave, which is believed to originate in proximity to the solar flare where based on the idea that the flare takes place explosively, like a bomb
blowing out the nearby material in every direction [34]. Development of a burst is often accompanied by a richness which may take the form of multiple independent drifting bands or other forms of fine structure. The main band is split into two sub-bands because of the effect of magnetic splitting, analogous to the Zeeman effect [13,35,36]. Type II radio bursts normally appearing in the metric (m) and decameter-to-hectometer (DH) wavelength ranges [37,38]. Various studies showed that type II solar radio burst associated with X-ray flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) [1,9].

3. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES

This work focuses on recent observations in the radio region at low frequency from 45 MHz to 870 MHz [39,40]. The CALLISTO (Compound Astronomical Low-cost Low-frequency Instrument for Spectroscopy in Transportable Observatory) spectrometers, designed and built by electronics engineer Christian Monstein was particularly useful for studying the large explosions in the Sun's atmosphere known as solar flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) [41,42]. Malaysia also started joining this research since 20th February 2012 and routinely monitor 12 hours per day at National Space Centre, Selangor [43,44,45]. This site has been chosen as a main site for radio astronomy because it is less in term of population density [46,47]. Preliminary analysis of determining the Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) at National Space Centre [46,48,49,50,51,52]. Construction and modification of the Log Periodic Dipole Antenna has been done at the first stage of the project [50,53,54,55]. So far we have two different sizes of antenna (i) 5.5 meters and (ii) 3.1 meters [56,57]. Our analysis employed the accuracy of the daily solar burst measurements of e-CALLISTO network [58,59].

Table 1. The statistic of solar bursts type II and III from 2006-2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type II</th>
<th>Type III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normally, solar radio burst is used as 1) the basic indicator of solar activity; and 2) to determine the level or radiation being received from the Sun [44,60]. A detailed compilation of solar burst has been compiled and updated by Institute of Astrophysics, ETH, Switzerland. Here we highlight the distribution of type II and III burst started from 2006 till 2011 [41,61,62].

Available results in Table 1 of the observation showed that there is a small detection within five years beginning from 2006-2010. It should be noted that there is only one detection solar burst type III in 2010. However, the pattern drastically increases in 2011. Here are many factors that affected by the results. First, this is due to the trend of solar activities
that increases during that time. Second factor is due to an additional sites that also used a same system make the possibilities to detect and monitor the Sun with longer of period of observation.

Table 2. Physical Properties of solar radio burst type II and III from 2006 – 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Maximum rate per month</th>
<th>Burst duration (average) per event</th>
<th>Average low frequency per event (MHz)</th>
<th>Average high frequency per event (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 minutes 5 second</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1 hour 8 minutes and 3 seconds</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the physical properties of both solar bursts. It is found that type III has a wide range of frequency compare with type II. However, the average of type III to form type II quite long. It will take about an hour to form type II burst. Moreover, most of type III is in a group and there will be a stronger signal of this burst before Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) exploded.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

It was observed that type III had been found to be moderately elliptically polarized. The degree of polarization can achieve up to 70 % with a certain preference for about 30 to 60 %. Solar burst type III always associated with solar flare phenomena. There is evidence showed that type III electrons propagate in dense coronal streamers, and that frequently observed micro bursts (presumably of type III) at meter-decimeter wavelengths are due to plasma radiation. The analysis method is based on the results of recording of the detection of the number of both type within six years. It cannot be denied that type III is the dominant solar burst. If we compare with other types, type II is the most unpredictable burst. Like the slow-drift bursts, this type also comparatively rare. The rate of occurrence is also small.

It was found that solar burst type II explode quite minimum with 1-2 events from 2006-2010. Again, the data 2011 for solar burst type II increases drastically with 16 events has been recorded. The number of events also multiplied four times in 2011. We examine the distribution of this bright and polarized structure burst for each month and we found that the maximum event was recorded in February. The range of frequency of this burst is from 167 MHz till 386 MHz with duration less than 6 minutes. This observation proved that a system with high resolution is needed to detect the burst. Though type II is well known caused by magneto hydrodynamic shock waves, one should concerns solar flare and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) formation as a part of solar activities.
During the eruption process a whole host of radio bursts caused by nonthermal electrons accelerated that is associated with Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). This disturbance originating at the Sun can lead to many hazardous effects in the Geospace environment. In contrast, the minimum detection of solar burst type II with once event occurred in 2008. It showed the correlation with the solar activities during this year.

The results largely confirmed that this type is the main type that formed the maximum events until now. It is dominating the records of solar activity in the meter-wavelength spectrum. Normally, when a type III sources are ejected outwards from near the limb of the Sun, the radio source should appear beyond the limb and its angular displacement from the limb should increase as the frequency decreases. The drift of solar burst type III is believed due to ionized matter streaming up through solar atmosphere, exciting plasma oscillation at both fundamental and harmonic frequencies. Single burst are not common except during quiet times at low frequencies, where the radiation lasts for some ten minutes. It is generally assumed that complex events can be described as a combination of individual bursts, although isolated single burst occurs rarely. However, it may be that in such complex events other phenomena such as type II and IV radiation are involved. We can say that this type is rich in variety. One interesting fact is that at one extreme are the uncomplicated bursts with a sharply defined leading edge, narrow bandwidth and a short duration which increases with decreasing frequency. Recent high resolutions Hα brightening which is also associated with X-rays and microwave bursts. Overall, there are 276 events solar burst type III has been recorded within 6 years. A majority occurred in 2011 with 200 events. This type is very synonymous with the solar flare phenomenon. The only one CALLISTO network could detect this type in 2010 is on 12th February 2010 within 3 hours and 50 minutes. This burst is due to Sunspot 1046 is crackling with M-class solar flares. If we plot by month, this type quite passive in the middle of each year. Moreover, most of this type occurred as a single type in 2011 with the range of frequency from 187MHz till 449MHz. This type seldom be accompanied by a second harmonic specifically occurred during the solar flare phenomenon.

**Figure 1.** Distribution of type II and III burst within six years

![Type II and III burst distribution](image-url)
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Detailed investigation of solar burst will concern the 2011 data seem to show a significant trend for both types. From the analysis, we can conclude that solar burst type II will form after a consistent one hour duration of solar burst type III. Most of the both events can be observed in the range of 150 MHz till 500 MHz. Overall, we can say that the range of photon energy for solar burst type III is between $7.737 \times 10^{-7}$ to $1.569 \times 10^{-6}$ eV. In the case of solar burst type II, the distribution of energy is much smaller with $1.596 \times 10^{-6}$ eV to $6.906 \times 10^{-6}$ eV. The most comprehensive sampling of solar burst has been analyzed using CALLISTO network data from different sites. E-CALLISTO research was launched on 2006 January and is still operating until now. Solar radio bursts potentially provides possibilities of important phenomena in solar physics. It is an ideal indicator on investigating acceleration processes which are responsible for higher excited velocities We showed that the increasing of both solar burst events via years implies directly an increasing of solar activities including sunspot number, solar flares and Coronal Mass Ejections events. Although the study has been conducted more that fifty years, the dynamism and the trend of the solar burst is different for each solar cycle. This study becomes more relevant seems modern society now depends with satellite technologies that might affected by solar phenomena. Our next task is to consider others parameters such as the number of sunspots, sunspot area, radio flux distribution and other factors in order to understand the trend of both solar burst during the solar maximum cycle. It is expected that both types will increase drastically in the beginning of 2014.
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